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ABSTRACT 

 
Given that co-speech gestures affect language percep-
tion in both the L1 and L2, this paper aims to 
determine whether they can also lead to improved L2 
production. To this end, 51 native speakers of Dutch 
received training focused on the target-like 
pronunciation of the Spanish phonemes /θ/ and /u/, 
which are typically difficult to acquire for native 
speakers of Dutch. Participants were allocated to one 
of four training conditions: audio-only, audio-visual, 
audio-visual with pointing gestures, or audio-visual 
with iconic gestures. Before and after training, 
participants read aloud Spanish sentences that in-
cluded words with /θ/ and /u/. Acoustic analysis re-
vealed that /u/ is easier to acquire than /θ/ and that 
training modality affects on-target production. More 
specifically, all training conditions that included the 
visual modality lead to more on-target productions 
than the audio-only training. Interestingly, the effec-
tiveness of the different types of multimodal training 
varies between the two phonemes.  
 
Keywords: multimodality; phoneme acquisition; 
gesture; Dutch; Spanish. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Language is generally viewed as an embodied, 
multimodal system in which the motor, visual, and 
speech modalities are integrated to convey meaning 
[18, 21, 22, 30]. Several studies on L1 acquisition 
have reported that children start communicating by 
pointing at objects they do not yet have labels for [4, 
5, 12, 28]. Moreover, these early pointing gestures 
seem to predict the lexical items appearing in the 
child’s vocabulary [12, 24]. Thus, gestures seem to 
pave the way for language development. Similar 
findings are reported for L2 acquisition, where 
studies have demonstrated that novel words learned 
with iconic gestures are better memorised than words 
learned without iconic gestures [17, 25]. The gestures 
are thought to enrich the sensorimotor memory trace 
and therefore facilitate the recall of novel words [19]. 
                                                             
1  The authors are grateful to Núria Domínguez, Hien Huynh, and Judith Peters for their assistance in material preparation 

and data collection and analysis. 

Visual and gestural input is also known to affect L1 
comprehension at the phonetic level. Listeners are re-
ported to use face and mouth movements as well as 
pointing gestures to disambiguate speech [20, 26, 27]. 
As phonemic accuracy is also crucial to L2 learners’ 
intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness [1, 
3, 23], research on the interplay between gestural and 
phonemic input is especially relevant.  

Recent work has demonstrated that seeing the 
speaker helps in the acquisition of L2 phoneme con-
trasts [8, 9], yet studies on the role of gestures in the 
perception of non-native tonal and phonemic con-
trasts report contrasting findings: Hannah, Wang, 
Jongman, and Sereno [7] and Kelly, Bailey, and 
Hirata [14] revealed that gestural training signifi-
cantly improves the perception of L2 phonemic tones 
and intonation contours, but work by Hirata, Kelly 
and colleagues [10, 11, 14, 15] revealed no significant 
improvement in the perception of non-native phone-
mic vowel length distinctions after gestural training. 
Kelly et al. [14] concluded that “gestures help with 
some – but not all – novel speech sounds in a foreign 
language” (p. 1). Thus, while gesture and speech are 
clearly integrated at the semantic and suprasegmental 
phonetic level [13], prior work shows that it is less 
clear whether gestures also contribute to perception at 
the phonemic level. Moreover, while prior studies fo-
cused on the perception of non-native phoneme con-
trasts by L2 learners, the role of gesture in the 
acquisition of non-native phoneme production re-
mains unknown. Finally, earlier work did not com-
pare the effect of different types of gestures on L2 
learning. Distinguishing between, i.e., pointing ges-
tures that only serve to draw attention to the mouth 
and iconic gestures that also give information on what 
the speaker should do to achieve on-target pronunci-
ation might lead to more specific conclusions about 
the relevance of gestures in L2 classrooms.  

Therefore, our research question is: Does instruc-
tion modality affect L2 learners’ production of non-
native phonemes? We hypothesize: 1) that adding 
audio-visual information to language training will be 
beneficial for phoneme acquisition compared to 
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providing only audio information [8, 10, 29]. 2) 
Given that the use of gestures is helpful in the acqui-
sition of certain segments [7, 14], as well as supraseg-
ments [6], using gestures in the audio-visual training 
will be more beneficial than not including them. As 
prior work has not yet compared the effect of different 
types of gestures, no predictions can be made on 
whether iconic gestures will facilitate phoneme ac-
quisition more than pointing gestures (the two types 
of gestures used in the current study). 

2. METHOD 

2.1. Design 

This study had a between-subjects design and in-
cluded a pre-test (T1) and a post-test (T2). Partici-
pants took part in one of four training conditions: 
audio-only (AO), audio-visual (AV), audio-visual 
with pointing gestures (AV-P), or audio-visual with 
iconic gestures (AV-I). The dependent variable was 
the pronunciation of the target phonemes, coded as 
either on-target or not. 

2.2. Subjects 

Fifty-one adult L1 speakers of Dutch (28 female, 23 
male), with an average age of 25 years old (range 18-
61 years old) took part in the study. Participants did 
not speak Spanish and had no auditory or visual im-
pairments that could affect their participation. They 
were recruited via the Radboud University research 
participation system and received either credits or a 
small financial reward for their participation. 

2.3. Materials 

2.3.1. Sentences 

In this study, we focused on the L2 production of the 
Spanish phonemes /θ/ and /u/, as read aloud by par-
ticipants in the same set of four-word sentences at T1 
and T2 in one of two randomised orders. /θ/ and /u/ 
were chosen, as on-target production of these pho-
nemes was expected to be complicated by two fac-
tors: 1) The difference in grapheme-to-phoneme 
conversion between Dutch and Spanish. The 
grapheme ‘u’ should be pronounced as /u/ in Spanish, 
while in Dutch it is usually pronounced as /y/, /ə/, or 
/ʏ/. Similarly, the grapheme ‘z’ is pronounced as /θ/ 
in Spanish, but as /z/ or /s/ in Dutch. 2) The possible 
absence of L2 segments in the L1 inventory. While 
the /u/ is part of the Dutch phoneme inventory, /θ/ is 
not. The sixteen sentences read by the participants 
were presented on separate PowerPoint slides. Each 
sentence was accompanied by a picture illustrating 
the meaning of the sentence, to help participants 

understand the semantic meaning of the sentence, and 
to make the task more interesting (see Figure 1). Half 
of the sentences had a word containing the target 
phoneme as the second word of the sentence. The 
target phoneme always occurred in the first syllable 
of this two-syllable word (e.g., La nube es blanca, La 
zeta es verde). Each target phoneme occurred in four 
target words. The remaining eight sentences were 
fillers, containing the phonemes of interest, but at a 
different position either within the word or within the 
sentence. For this paper, the filler items were not 
analysed.  
 

Figure 1: Example of an experimental item  
containing the target phoneme /u/. 
 

 

2.3.2. Training 

After T1, the participants received a short training fo-
cusing on the pronunciation of /θ/ and /u/. The order 
of the two phonemes within the training was counter-
balanced across participants. During training, partici-
pants studied PowerPoint slides on which information 
was given about the way in which each target pho-
neme is pronounced in Spanish. Specifically, they 
were informed that the Spanish pronunciation of both 
graphemes differs from the Dutch pronunciation, and 
were given information about which articulatory ges-
tures are necessary for on-target pronunciation (e.g., 
“when pronouncing the letter ‘u’ in Spanish, you need 
to round your lips”). The training included several ex-
amples, produced by an L1 speaker of Spanish; one 
example segment was given on the same slide as the 
written information about the phoneme, and two ex-
ample sentences were given on subsequent slides.  

The manipulation of the training modality con-
sisted of the fact that the examples were presented in 
either the AO, AV, AV-P, or AV-I condition. The 
same audio (from the L1 speaker seen in the video) 
was dubbed over all conditions, but they differed with 
regard to the video material that was presented: In the 
AO condition, participants heard the examples, but 
did not see the speaker. In the AV condition, a video 
of the speaker was shown, but the speaker did not 
move her body, apart from her mouth. In the AV-P 
condition, the speaker made a pointing gesture to-
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wards her mouth while producing the target phoneme. 
In the AV-I condition, the speaker made an iconic 
gesture as she produced the target phoneme. This 
iconic gesture represented the articulatory gesture 
needed for on-target segment production, as ex-
plained in the training. For the /u/, it was a one-
handed gesture indicating the rounding of the lips (see 
Figure 2), and for the /θ/ it was a one-handed gesture 
indicating that the speaker should push their tongue 
out between their teeth (see Figure 3).  
 

Figure 2: Still from training video in AV-I condition 
showing the articulatory gesture needed for /u/. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Still from training video in AV-I condition 
showing the articulatory gesture needed for /θ/. 

  

 

2.4. Procedure 

The experiment took place in a sound-proof booth to 
minimize distractions. Participants signed a consent 
form, and then took part in the experiment, which was 
self-paced. Written and verbal instructions were 
given, followed by a practice sentence and the oppor-
tunity to ask questions. Participants were then asked 
to read out the sixteen Spanish sentences into a mi-
crophone (T1). They were allowed to repeat the sen-
tence until they were satisfied with their production; 
the final attempt was used for analysis. After T1, a 
language background questionnaire was administered 
and after receiving one of the four types of training, 
participants reread the same sentences as during T1, 
albeit in a different order (T2). The audio produced 
by participants during T1 and T2 was recorded, and 
production of the target phonemes was analysed with 
Praat (version 6.0.43, [2]). The entire experiment, 
with the exception of the Spanish sentences, took 
place in Dutch. 

2.5. Analyses 

First, the words containing the target phonemes (8 T1 
+ 8 T2 words × 51 participants = 816 segments) were 
extracted from the sound files. The target phonemes 
were then annotated phonetically. In the annotation, 
coders distinguished between target-like production 
(i.e., as an L1 speaker of Iberian Spanish would do) 
and several non-target options (for /θ/: /s/, /z/, or 
‘other’; for /u/: /y/, /ə/, /ʏ/, or ‘other’). All extracted 
phonemes were annotated by two phonetically trained 
coders, with an overlap in coding of 50%. The inter-
rater reliability was good, ĸ = .820, p < .001. For the 
current analysis, we only distinguish between on-
target versus non-target productions, collapsing data 
across the non-target options. This further improved 
interrater reliability, ĸ = .900, p < .001. 

Annotations for the same items were then com-
pared between T1 and T2, and we coded whether the 
participant was able to produce the target phoneme at 
T1, but not anymore at T2 (1), was not able to produce 
the target phoneme at either T1 or T2 (2), was able to 
pronounce the target phoneme at both T1 and T2 (3), 
or was unable to produce the target phoneme at T1, 
but able to do so at T2 (4). We distinguished between 
progress (i.e., (4)), where the participant learned to 
produce the target phoneme), and no progress (i.e., 
(1), (2), and (3)). Chi-square analyses were used to 
analyse whether training modality affected target 
phoneme production. 

3. RESULTS 

The analysis of the results for on-target /u/, i.e., using 
only those productions coded as (4), revealed no 
significant association between training condition 
and progress, χ2(3) = 6.679, p = .083. Yet, the highest 
proportion of learning was obtained in the AV-I 
training, especially compared to the AO condition, 
suggesting that for acquiring /u/ the AV-I condition is 
most helpful (Figure 4). Inspection of the frequencies 
of the results coded as (1), (2) or (3) show that in 
64.6% of all cases, participants already produced the 
/u/ correctly at T1, continuing to do so at T2 (vs. the 
31.3% of all cases in which participants produced the 
/u/ off-target at T1 and on-target at T2). 

The chi-square analysis for target production of /θ/ 
showed a significant association between training 
condition and progress, χ2(3) = 9.155, p = .027. The 
progress in the AV-P and AV-I conditions differed 
significantly from the expected values. The analysis 
revealed that within the AV-P condition the propor-
tion of cases with progress (37%) was significantly 
higher than the proportion of cases without progress 
(20%). In other words, it appears that for the 
acquisition of /θ/, the AV-P condition is particularly 
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helpful, while the AV-I condition is particularly 
harmful. Interestingly, inspection of the frequencies 
of the results coded as (1), (2) or (3) show that in the 
case of /θ/, in the majority of all cases (64.5%), 
participants never learned to produce the /θ/ correctly 
(vs. the 34.5% of all cases in which participants did 
learn to produce the /θ/ on-target between T1 and T2). 
This suggests that this phoneme is particularly 
challenging for L2 learners, in contrast to /u/, which 
appears to be substantially less challenging. 
 

Figure 4: Percentages of successful /u/ (left) and /θ/ 
(right) acquisition, separated by training condition. 
 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study was to determine whether in-
struction modality affects L2 learners’ production of 
non-native phonemes during a reading task. We 
expected that audio-visual information would be 
more beneficial than only audio during training (H1), 
that showing gestures in training would be more 
beneficial than providing audio-visual information 
without gestures (H2), and we aimed to determine 
whether the type of gesture used during training 
(iconic or pointing) matters. Results show that adding 
the visual modality to L2 phoneme training generally 
leads to more on-target productions by L2 learners, 
corroborating H1. Although there was no significant 
association between training condition and progress 
for the /u/, the descriptives suggest that all visual 
conditions yield higher proportions of learning than 
the AO condition. For the /θ/, there was a significant 
association between training condition and progress, 
and the descriptives imply that both the AV and AV-
P condition generate higher proportions of learning 
than the AO condition but the AV-I does not. 
Concerning H2, results differ across phonemes: For 
the /u/, the descriptives suggest that using an iconic 
gesture in AV training improves phoneme production 
while using a pointing gesture does not. Conversely, 
for the /θ/, adding a pointing gesture to the AV 
training improves phoneme production, while using 
an iconic gesture actually generates lower proportions 
of learning. These findings support the idea that while 
audio-visual information in general, and gestures in 
particular, are beneficial in grapheme-to-phoneme 

training, the type of gesture that is most beneficial is 
phoneme-dependent.   

These findings might be explained by the fact that 
/θ/ appears to be more challenging for L2 learners 
than /u/, irrespective of the training learners received. 
Unexpectedly, learners often already produced the /u/ 
on-target at T1, making it impossible for progress to 
take place. Also, the /θ/ does not exist in the Dutch 
phoneme inventory, which could have obstructed its 
successful acquisition by L2 learners after only one 
training session. The fact that the use of an iconic 
gesture in phonemic training is not beneficial when 
the target segment is particularly difficult for learners 
corroborates previous work reporting that the use of 
iconic gestures in phonetic/ semantic training benefits 
L2 word learning, but only when the phonetic 
demands of the target words are low [16]. Similarly, 
prior work showed that seeing lip movements with 
speech helped L2 learners to make phonemic 
contrasts, but adding (here metaphoric) gestures to 
audio-visual training actually impaired learners [10]. 
In addition, it should be noted that as the /u/ is present 
in the Dutch phoneme inventory, while the /θ/ is not, 
progress in the /u/ context might reflect participants’ 
knowledge of the grapheme-to-phoneme conversions 
rather than the target phoneme acquisition. 

The chi-square analysis shows that the use of 
pointing gestures in training is just as beneficial (in 
the case of /u/), if not more beneficial (in the case of 
/θ/), for L2 segment production than the use of iconic 
gestures. Thus, maybe providing a gesture that merely 
directs the learner’s attention to the phoneme’s articu-
lation is more beneficial than providing a gesture that 
also provides information about specific details of the 
phoneme articulation. This may not be that surprising 
given that iconic gestures are typically related to 
speech at the semantic, and not the phonetic, level 
[13]. Having said this, future work might focus on 
other phonemic contrasts, while also controlling 
whether the L2 segment exists in the L1 inventory.  

In sum, gestural training appears to stimulate L2 
phoneme learning and can thus be considered a useful 
tool in L2 classrooms, but more research is needed to 
determine which type of gesture is to be used 
depending on the segment under acquisition. In addi-
tion, it remains to be determined whether non-target 
acoustic realisation of phonemes also affects L1 per-
ceptions of L2 learners’ speech, e.g., with respect to 
measures of accentedness, comprehensibility, and/or 
intelligibility. If instruction modality affects not only 
phoneme production, but changes in phoneme pro-
duction in turn also affect the way in which an L2 
learner is perceived by L1 speakers, this would lend 
support to using a multimodal approach, one 
including gestures, in the L2 classroom. 
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